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InFocus: A Spatial Coding Technique to Mitigate
Misfocus in Near-Field LoS Beamforming

Nitin Jonathan Myers , Member, IEEE, and Robert W. Heath, Jr. , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— Phased arrays, commonly used in IEEE 802.11ad
and 5G radios, are capable of focusing radio frequency signals
in a specific direction or a spatial region. Beamforming achieves
such directional or spatial concentration of signals and enables
phased array-based radios to achieve high data rates. Designing
beams for millimeter wave and terahertz communication using
massive phased arrays, however, is challenging due to hardware
constraints and the wide bandwidth in these systems. For
example, beams which are optimal at the center frequency may
perform poor in wideband communication systems where the
radio frequencies differ substantially from the center frequency.
The poor performance in such systems is due to differences in the
optimal beamformers corresponding to distinct radio frequencies
within the wide bandwidth. Such a mismatch leads to a misfocus
effect in near-field systems and the beam squint effect in far-field
systems. In this paper, we investigate the misfocus effect and
propose InFocus, a low complexity technique to construct beams
that are well suited for massive wideband phased arrays. The
beams are constructed using a carefully designed frequency
modulated waveform in the spatial dimension. InFocus mitigates
beam misfocus and beam squint when applied to near-field and
far-field systems.

Index Terms— Near-field communication, mm-wave, terahertz,
misfocus, beam squint, spatial FMCW.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE progress in circuit technology has allowed wire-
less communication at higher carrier frequencies where

large bandwidths are available. For example, IEEE 802.11ay
compliant millimeter wave (mmWave) radios operate at a
carrier frequency of 60 GHz and use a bandwidth of up to
8 GHz [1]. The bandwidth of next generation terahertz (THz)
radios is expected to be in the order of several hundreds of
GHz to support emerging applications such as holographic
projection, virtual reality, augmented reality, and chip-to-chip
communication [2], [3]. Due to the small wavelengths in high
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carrier frequency-based systems, it is possible to integrate
large antenna arrays in compact form factors. Beamforming
is an important technology in these systems that allows the
use of large antenna arrays to focus radio frequency (RF)
signals. A good beamforming technique results in a sufficient
link margin at the receiver and high data rates.

Beamforming in near-field systems where the transceiver
distance is smaller than the Fraunhofer distance [4], is different
from the conventional far-field counterpart. While far-field
beams focus RF signals along a direction, the near-field beams
focus them in a spatial region [5]. The center of this spatial
region is defined as the focal point. Near-field beamforming is
useful for short range communication which is typical in data
centers, wearable networks, and kiosk downloading stations.
The phased array, i.e., an array of phase shifters, is a hardware
architecture that is commonly used for beamforming. Similar
to beam steering in a far-field system, the phased array can
steer the focal point electronically in a near-field scenario [6].
In this paper, we consider a line-of-sight (LoS) scenario and
study near-field beamforming with phased arrays.

Standard near-field beamforming solutions that are based
on the center frequency suffer from the misfocus effect in
phased arrays. In phased arrays, the phase shifts may be
realized by first scaling the in-phase and the quadrature-phase
signals using digitally controlled variable gain amplifiers, and
then adding the scaled signals [7]. In this case, the phase
shifts are constant across the entire frequency band and the
resultant beamforming weights are frequency flat. In large
antenna arrays that operate at high bandwidths, however,
the array response varies substantially with the frequency [8].
The standard beamforming approach tunes the beamforming
weights according to the array response at the center fre-
quency. Although such an approach maximizes the signal
power at the center frequency, it results in a reduced gain at
frequencies that are different from this frequency [9]. The poor
gain is because the focal point in standard beamforming shifts
with the frequency of the RF signal. We call this the misfocus
effect. Misfocus limits the effective bandwidth of the phased
array and leads to poor performance in wideband systems.

A common approach to mitigate misfocus is to use true time
delay (TTD)-based arrays where the delay of the RF signal
can be electronically controlled at each antenna [10]. One
approach to realize a TTD-based array is using the Rot-
man lens [11], [12]. The beamforming weight realized with
such an array is frequency selective and helps achieve large
gains over wide bandwidths. Unfortunately, TTD-based arrays
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result in a higher implementation cost, occupy a larger area,
and require a higher power consumption than typical phase
shifter-based arrays [13], [14]. Hybrid designs that combine
both TTD elements and phase shifters were proposed in [15]
and [16] to alleviate beam squint. Although the TDD- and
the hybrid designs are interesting solutions proposed by the
circuits community, the question is if it is possible to use just
phase shifter-based arrays over wide bandwidths. In this paper,
we answer this question by proposing a signal processing
solution called InFocus to mitigate misfocus in phased arrays.

InFocus constructs beams that achieve robustness to misfo-
cus when compared to standard beamforming. Constructing
such beams, equivalently the phase shifts, is a hard prob-
lem due to hardware constraints. For example, the constant
magnitude constraint on the beamforming weights is common
in phase shifter-based implementations. In addition, only a
discrete set of phase shifts can be applied at the antennas
due to the finite resolution of phase shifters. The near-field
characteristic of the channel response in short range scenarios
further complicates the problem. To the best of our knowledge,
prior work has not studied beamformer design for misfocus
mitigation in near-field phased arrays. We would like to
mention that InFocus can also be used in far-field systems
for robustness to beam squint. This is because the far-field
scenario is a special instance of a near-field setup where the
transceiver distance is sufficiently large.

The beam squint effect in far-field phased arrays is analo-
gous to the misfocus effect. Beam squint occurs because the
beamforming direction of standard beams changes with the
operating frequency [8]. As a result, it limits the effective
operating bandwidth. Prior work has addressed the beam
squint problem in far-field system by designing denser beam-
forming codebooks [13]. A semidefinite relaxation (SDR)-
based beam optimization technique was proposed in [14] for
far-field systems. Although the SDR-based approach in [14]
can be applied for misfocus mitigation in the near-field setting,
it has a high complexity when compared to our method.
The technique in [14] involves convex optimization over an
N2 dimensional variable for an N element antenna array.
In this paper, we consider planar arrays with N = 105

antennas. The procedure in [14] requires an unreasonably high
complexity for such dimensions. Therefore, it is important to
develop robust beam design techniques that are scalable to
large antenna arrays.

In this paper, we develop InFocus to design misfocus robust
beamformers for a short range LoS setting with a phased
array-based transmitter (TX) and a single antenna receiver
(RX). We summarize the main contributions of our work as
follows.

• We investigate the beamforming capability of a short
range LoS system which uses a circular planar phased
array. Then, we determine conditions on the array size,
the transceiver distance, and the bandwidth for which
standard beamforming results in a misfocus effect.

• We construct a spatial phase modulation function to
mitigate the misfocus effect for receivers on the boresight
of the transmit array. Our construction uses a spatial fre-
quency modulated continuous waveform (FMCW) chirp

along the radial dimension of the transmit array. We show
how the parameters of this chirp can be derived from the
array geometry and the operating bandwidth.

• For receivers that are not on the boresight of the TX array,
we design a new phase modulation function to mitigate
misfocus. The designed function has a non-linear fre-
quency modulation profile which is determined using the
stationary phase method.

• We evaluate the performance with InFocus-based beams
and compare it with the standard beamforming method.
Our results indicate that the beams designed with our
approach result in a large and approximately flat beam-
forming gain over a wide bandwidth, and enable massive
phased arrays to achieve a higher data rate than compa-
rable techniques.

InFocus does not require any iterative optimization and has a
low complexity than the approach in [14]. The beamformers
derived in this paper are a function of the operating bandwidth
and achieve a different objective than the spatial chirp-based
beamformers in [17] and [18]. The designs in [17], [18]
broaden a beam in a far-field narrowband setup and are based
on an empirical approach. In this paper, we address a different
problem than [17], [18] and mathematically prove that the use
of spatial chirps mitigates misfocus or beam squint.

We assume that the location of the RX is known at
the TX and focus on the misfocus robust transmit beam
alignment problem. This location information may be avail-
able through near-field channel estimation or localization
algorithms [19], [20]. We do not model any reflections in
the propagation environment. Extending our method to richer
propagation scenarios is left for future work. An implementa-
tion of our technique is available on our github page [21].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe the system and channel model in a phased
array-based system. We discuss near-field beamforming in
Section III and the misfocus effect in Section IV. Section V
is the main technical section of the paper, where we explain
the InFocus technique. We describe our FMCW chirp-based
design and the use of the stationary phase method in Section V.
Simulation results are presented in Section VI before the
conclusions in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

We consider a wireless system operating over a bandwidth
of B around a carrier frequency of fc. The wavelength at this
carrier frequency is λc = c/fc where c is the speed of light.
We consider a circular planar antenna array of radius R at the
transmitter (TX) as shown in Fig. 1a. The TX array lies in
the xy plane and has Ntx isotropic antennas. We define Δ
as the spacing between successive antenna elements along
the x and y dimensions. The coordinate corresponding to the
center of the TX array is defined as the origin (0, 0, 0). The
set of 2D coordinates associated with the antennas in the array
is defined as SD. The set SD has Ntx coordinates that satisfy
x2 + y2 ≤ R2 and z = 0. The RF front end at the TX is
comprised of a single RF chain and a network of Ntx phase
shifters. By configuring the phase shifters in the phased array,
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Fig. 1. The figure shows an LoS communication system with a 2D-circular
planar array of radius R at the TX and a single antenna RX. We assume that
the TX and the RX lie on the xy and xz planes. The line joining the center
of the TX and the RX is of length �. This line makes an angle γ with the
boresight direction, i.e., the z−axis.

the TX can direct its RF signals to maximize signal power at
the RX.

We consider a single antenna receiver in an LoS scenario
and focus on the transmit beamforming problem. We assume
that the RX is at a distance of � from the center of the
TX array. The ray joining the origin and the RX makes an
angle γ with the normal to the transmit array, as shown
in Fig. 1b. We also assume that the RX lies in the xz plane
without loss of generality. Such an assumption is reason-
able due to the “symmetric” nature of the circular transmit
array. The location of the RX is then (−� sin γ, 0, � cos γ).
An LoS system is considered as near-field if the transceiver
distance is smaller than the Fraunhofer distance, i.e., d �
8R2/λc [4]. Communication in the near-field regime is com-
mon in short range applications which use large antenna arrays
and high carrier frequencies. One such application empowered
by IEEE 802.15.3d [22] is kiosk downloading in the terahertz
band where the transceiver distance is within 50 cm [23]. This
distance can be smaller than the far-field limit of large phased
arrays which operate at high carrier frequencies. For example,
a 10 cm × 10 cm antenna array in a 60 GHz kiosk results in
a Fraunhofer distance of 400 cm. Prior work on reflectarrays
has experimentally demonstrated such an antenna array with
25600 elements for near-field beamforming [6]. In this paper,
we design beams to enable efficient wideband communication
in such near-field systems.

We explain the wideband multiple-input single-output chan-
nel for the near-field LoS system shown in Fig. 1b. We use
h(x, y, f) to denote the channel between the TX antenna at
(x, y) ∈ SD and the receive antenna for a frequency of f . The
distance between these antennas is defined as

�(x, y) =
√

(x+ � sinγ)2 + y2 + �2 cos2 γ. (1)

For the LoS setting in Fig. 1b, h(x, y, f) can be expressed
as [24]

h(x, y, f) =
c

2πf�(x, y)
e−j 2πf�(x,y)/c, (2)

where j =
√−1. The channel model in (2) does not

account for reflections or scattering in the propagation envi-
ronment. Furthermore, the model ignores frequency dependent

atmospheric absorption effects [25]. These assumptions sim-
plify the robust beamforming problem and lead to a closed
form expression for the beamforming weights.

We now discuss transmit beamforming in a short range
LoS system. With the phased array architecture, the TX can
control the RF signal transmitted from an antenna using a
beamforming weight. We use w(x, y) to denote the beam-
forming weight applied to the TX antenna at (x, y) ∈ SD. The
Ntx RF signals transmitted by the TX sum at the RX. In this
case, we define g(f) as the equivalent frequency domain
single-input single-output (SISO) channel between the TX and
the RX. The equivalent channel at frequency f is given by

g(f) =
∑

(x,y)∈SD

w(x, y)h(x, y, f). (3)

We assume that the TX can only change the phase of
the RF signals at the antenna. For a phase shift of φ(x, y),
the beamforming weight with appropriate power normalization
is

w(x, y) =
ejφ(x,y)

√
Ntx

. (4)

The phase profile used by the TX is {φ(x, y)}(x,y)∈SD and
the corresponding beamformer is {w(x, y)}(x,y)∈SD . Practi-
cal phased arrays only allow a coarse phase control of the
RF signal due to the finite resolution of the phase shifters.
In this paper, we first consider fine phase control to design
phase profiles that result in misfocus robust beams. Then,
the designed phase profiles are quantized according to the
resolution of the phase shifters and applied at the TX.

An ideal beamformer, equivalently the phase profile, is one
that maximizes |g(f)| at all frequencies within the desired
bandwidth. Such a beamformer must be frequency selective
as the channel in (2) varies with the frequency. Unfortunately,
the frequency independent constraint on w(x, y) which is
common in phase shifter-based arrays [7], [26], does not
allow the application of the ideal beamformer [27]. Fre-
quency selective beamforming can be achieved with true time
delay-based beamforming architectures [28]–[30]. Although
TTD-based arrays are robust to misfocus and beam squint, they
require a higher implementation complexity than traditional
phase shifter-based arrays [31]. Furthermore, TTD elements
also result in a higher power consumption [15] and a higher
insertion loss than phase shifters [13]. In this paper, we focus
on phase shifter-based arrays and construct new beams that
achieve robustness to misfocus and beam squint.

Our design ignores the orientation of the receive antenna
and assumes that the transmit and receive antennas are co-
polarized. Although such an assumption is made for simplicity
of exposition, our solution can be applied in practical set-
tings. In dual polarization beamforming systems, the misfocus
robust beams derived in this paper can be used along both
the horizontal and vertical polarization dimensions. Another
approach to mitigate orientation mismatch is by using dynamic
polarization control devices at the TX or the RX [32]. These
devices can electronically change the polarization angle of
the transmitted or the received signal, and allow applying
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Fig. 2. We consider a boresight scenario with a half-wavelength spaced array at the TX. Here, fc = 300 GHz, R = 10 cm, Δ = λc/2 and � = 15 cm.
The phase profile in standard beamforming is shown in Fig. 2b. When this profile is applied at the TX, the RF signals are spatially concentrated around the
RX at 15 cm as shown in Fig. 2c.

the proposed beamforming solutions even under an orientation
mismatch.

III. BEAMFORMING IN NEAR-FIELD

SYSTEMS DEMYSTIFIED

In this section, we explain the phase profiles for near-field
beamforming at the center frequency. We also approximate
the discrete sum associated with g(f) in (3) to an integral.
In Section V, we use this approximation for a tractable design
of the misfocus robust beamformers.

The goal of beamforming is to adjust the phase shifts
{φ(x, y)}(x,y)∈SD to maximize the received power. Stan-
dard beamforming adjusts the phase shifts to maximize
|g(fc)|2, i.e., the energy of the equivalent channel response
at the center frequency fc. We define these phase shifts as
{φstd(x, y)}(x,y)∈SD . The phase profile φstd(x, y) correspond-
ing to the channel in (2) is

φstd(x, y) =
2πfc�(x, y)

c
. (5)

An example of this profile is shown in Fig. 2b for fc =
300 GHz, γ = 0◦, R = 10 cm and � = 15 cm. The
hyperbolic structure of such a phase profile allows near-field
systems to focus signals in a spatial region [5]. To illustrate
the spatial focusing effect, we evaluate the received power
along the z axis when the TX directs its signal to an RX at
(0, 0, 15 cm). We observe from Fig. 2c that the received power
is concentrated in a small region of 1 cm around the RX.

Now, we approximate the discrete sum in g(f) to an
integral. The approximation considers an imaginary transmit-
ter (ITX) with a continuous aperture of radius R. The set of
coordinates within this aperture is defined as

S = {(x, y) : x2 + y2 ≤ R2}. (6)

We observe from (6) that the ITX contains an uncount-
ably infinite number of antennas. The concept of an ITX
was discussed in [33] under the label of hologram-based
beamforming. For such an ITX, we assume that a continuous
phase profile φ(x, y), a 2D-function supported on S, can be

applied to control the RF signals going out of the infinites-
imally small antennas. In the discrete antenna setting with
Ntx antennas, the energy of the beamforming weight profile
in (4), i.e.,

∑
(x,y)∈SD

|w(x, y)|2, is 1. Similarly, a unit energy
beamforming weight profile at the ITX is defined as w(x, y) =
ejφ(x,y)/

√
πR2 for (x, y) ∈ S. Note that

∫
S |w(x, y)|2 = 1.

The channel between the ITX and the RX is modeled using (2).
Analogous to g(f) in (3), the equivalent SISO channel when
the ITX applies a continuous phase profile φ(x, y) is defined
as

ga(f) =
1√

πR2Δ

∫
S
h(x, y, f)ejφ(x,y)dxdy (7)

=
c

2π3/2RfΔ

∫
S

1
�(x, y)

ej(φ(x,y)− 2πf�(x,y)
c )dxdy. (8)

The function ga(f) in (8) is interpreted as a continu-
ous approximation of g(f) in (3). Equivalently, g(f) is a
Riemann sum approximation of ga(f) [34]. The error in the
approximation, i.e., |g(f) − ga(f)|, is O(K/N3/2

tx ) where
K is an upper bound on the second order partial derivatives
of h(x, y, f)ejφ(x,y) along the x and y dimensions.

The approximate SISO channel ga(f) is just a mathematical
concept which aids robust beamformer design, and the model
in (7) may not be relevant in practical systems due to sev-
eral constraints. First, it remains unclear how phase control
at an infinitesimal level can be implemented using known
RF components. Second, the design of a digital interface to
control the aperture is challenging. Although holographic or
metasurface beamforming mark a step towards such contin-
uous aperture arrays, these technologies are still based on
discrete components. It is important to note that the notion
of ITX in our problem is adopted because integrals are easy
to deal with than discrete summations. The idea underlying the
beamformer design technique in this paper is to first design
a continuous phase profile φ(x, y) that achieves robustness
to beam misfocus. Then, the phase profile is sampled at
the coordinates in SD for use in a practical system with
Ntx antennas. The simulation results discussed in this paper
are for the discrete antenna-based TX, while our analysis is
for the ITX which has a continuum of antennas.
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IV. BEAM MISFOCUS EFFECT: HOW MUCH

BANDWIDTH IS TOO MUCH?

In this section, we investigate the performance of the
standard beamforming method when the receiver is along the
boresight of the transmit array, i.e., γ = 0◦. We explain how
such a technique suffers from the beam misfocus effect in
near-field wideband systems.

We now consider the system in Fig. 2a where the RX is
along the z−axis and study beamforming with the phase
profile in (5). For such a phase profile, we define ga,std(f)
as the equivalent SISO channel between the ITX and the RX.
We substitute φ(x, y) = φstd(x, y) in (8) to write

ga,std(f)=
c

2π3/2RfΔ

∫
S

1
�(x, y)

e−j 2π(f−fc)�(x,y)
c dxdy. (9)

Setting γ = 0◦ in (1), we observe that �(x, y) =√
x2 + y2 + �2 for a boresight scenario. We define r =√
x2 + y2 and θ = tan−1(y/x), i.e., the polar coordinates

associated with (x, y), to rewrite the integral in (9) as

ga,std(f) =
c

2π3/2RfΔ

×
∫ R

r=0

∫ 2π

θ=0

1√
r2 + �2

e−j 2π(f−fc)
√

r2+�2
c rdrdθ.

(10)

We define the spatial frequency, with units of radians/m,
as

ω = 2π(f − fc)/c, (11)

and the length

davg = (�+
√
�2 +R2)/2. (12)

We observe that ω ∈ [−πB/c, πB/c] for f ∈ [fc −
B/2, fc + B/2]. A closed form expression for the equivalent
SISO channel is derived in Appendix-A. We define sinc(x) =
sinx/x and write ga,std(f) in compact form as

ga,std(f)=
2c(davg − �)e−jωdavg

√
πRfΔ

×sinc (ω(davg − �)) . (13)

The equivalent SISO channel ga,std(f) in (13) is a product
of two terms which are frequency dependent.

For wideband systems in the near-field, the energy of
the equivalent channel between the ITX and the RX,
i.e., |ga,std(f)|2, varies substantially with the frequency.
To illustrate this variation, we consider a boresight scenario
with Δ = λc/2, R = 10 cm, � = 15 cm and fc = 300 GHz.
In Fig. 3a, we show the energy in the channel response,
i.e., |ga,std(f)|2. We also show its discrete antenna counterpart
defined as |gstd(f)|2. Here, gstd(f) is the equivalent SISO
channel between the discrete antenna TX and the RX, and
is obtained by setting w(x, y) = ejφstd(x,y)/

√
Ntx in (3).

We notice from Fig. 3a that the normalized channel response
with standard beamforming achieves it maximum at the center
frequency. The gain at 310 GHz, however, is about 41 dB
lower than the maximum. The poor gain at frequencies that
are far away from the center frequency is a disadvantage with
standard beamforming in phase shifter-based arrays.

Fig. 3. For the system in Fig. 2a, we observe from Fig. 3a that the equivalent
SISO channel with the standard beam has a low gain for |f−fc| > 10 GHz.
Here, fc = 300 GHz, Δ = 0.5mm, R = 10 cm and � = 15 cm. Fig 3b
shows that the focus point changes with the frequency of operation when the
TX applies φstd(x, y) to its array.

The poor gain with standard beamforming in near-field
wideband systems can be explained by the misfocus effect.
An ideal beamformer is one that focuses RF signals with
frequencies in [fc−B/2, fc+B/2] at the desired receiver. The
focus point of the standard beamformer, however, changes
with the frequency leading to the beam misfocus effect. From
Fig. 3b, the focus point is closer to the TX for f < fc and
is away from the TX for f > fc. Such an effect is analogous
to chromatic abberation in optics where light rays of different
wavelengths focus at different points [35]. Due to the misfocus
effect, the receiver can only listen to signals within a small
bandwidth around the center frequency. But, how small is
this bandwidth? To answer the question, we consider the two
terms in (13) whose product is the equivalent channel ga,std.
The first term in the product is inversely proportional to the
frequency. The second term, which depends on the frequency
through ω, leads to a substantial decrease in the beamforming
gain. For the system parameters in Fig. 3a, we compute the
first and second terms in (13). These terms contribute to a
beamforming loss of 0.3 dB and 41 dB at 310 GHz, when
compared to |g(fc)|2. The condition for which the loss due
to the second term is less than 4 dB is expressed as∣∣∣∣∣ω(

√
�2 +R2 − �)

2

∣∣∣∣∣ < π

2
. (14)
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We use |ω| ≤ πB/c in (14) to conclude that the receiver
observes “all” the RF signals when

B <
c√

�2 +R2 − �
. (15)

It follows from (15) that the effective operating bandwidth
with standard beamforming decreases as the TX antenna
aperture radius R increases.

The far-field analogue of misfocus is the beam squint
effect in which the direction of the beam changes with the
frequency of the RF signal. Interestingly, far-field beams that
are directed along the boresight of an array do not suffer from
the squint [13]. Near-field beamforming with the standard
design, however, suffers from misfocus even in a boresight
scenario as seen in Fig. 3b. One approach to mitigate misfocus
is to reduce the effective aperture of the TX array by turning
off the antennas which are far from the TX center. The
resultant array with fewer active antennas is called a thinned
array. It can be observed from (15) that a smaller R results in
a larger effective operating bandwidth. Reducing the aperture,
however, results in lower received power under the typical
per-antenna power constraint. In this paper, we design new
beams that mitigate the misfocus effect without turning off
any antenna.

The ideal misfocus robust phase profile can be expressed as

φopt = argmax
φ

{min
f

|g(f)|2}, (16)

where g(f) implicitly depends on φ through (3) and (4). The
problem in (16) is non-convex, and finding the optimal solu-
tion to (16) is hard. As a result, it is difficult to express robust-
ness to misfocus as the gap from the optimum. The problem
in (16) can be transformed into a convex program using the
SDR method in [14]. The complexity of the SDR technique,
however, is O(N3

tx), due to the eigen-value decomposition step
of an Ntx×Ntx matrix in each iteration. It may be argued that
the phase profiles can be precomputed offline and stored for
real-time beamforming. Unfortunately, the storage complexity
is extremely large in the near-field regime (than the common
far-field scenario). This is because near-field beams vary with
the 3D location of the receiver, unlike far-field beams which
are invariant to distance along a particular direction.

In this paper, we assume an LoS scenario and derive a closed
form expression on the phase profile to mitigate the misfocus
effect. Due to the closed form nature of the phase profiles,
the computational complexity of our approach is O(Ntx).
We would like to mention that the proposed beams achieve
close to uniform beamforming gain over wide bandwidths.
This gain, however, is smaller than the maximum gain with
the standard beamformer, i.e., |ga,std(fc)|2. In Section VI,
we show that the beams with InFocus lead to a higher rate
than the standard design.

V. MISFOCUS ROBUST BEAMFORMING WITH INFOCUS

The key idea underlying InFocus is to add a carefully
designed phase profile to that of the standard beamformer for
robustness to misfocus. We define ψdes(x, y) as the phase

profile added to φstd(x, y). The resultant phase applied at
the TX is

φ(x, y) = φstd(x, y) + ψdes(x, y), (17)

where φstd(x, y) = 2πfc�(x, y)/c. We consider the continuous
aperture system with an ITX to design ψdes(x, y). Substituting
φ(x, y) = 2πfc�(x, y)/c + ψdes(x, y) in (8), the equivalent
SISO channel for this system can be expressed as

ga(f) =
c

2π3/2RfΔ

∫
S

1
�(x, y)

ejψdes(x,y)

× e−j
2π(f−fc)�(x,y)

c dxdy (18)

=
c

2π3/2RfΔ

∫
S

1
�(x, y)

ejψdes(x,y)e−jω�(x,y)dxdy.

(19)

The question at this point is if it is possible to determine
a 2D-phase function ψdes(x, y) that results in a “uniform”
beamforming gain for f ∈ [fc −B/2, fc +B/2].

For a tractable design of the phase profile, we ignore the
1/f scaling in (19) and define

g̃(f) =
∫
S

1
2π�(x, y)

ejψdes(x,y)e−jω�(x,y)dxdy. (20)

We observe that ga(f) = cg̃(f)/(
√
πRfΔ). InFocus con-

structs ψdes(x, y) such that |g̃(f)|2 is large and approximately
flat over the desired bandwidth. Our design ignores the 1/f
term in ga(f) as it leads to a smaller variation in |ga(f)|2 when
compared to the integral in (19). For example, the variation in
|ga(f)|2 due to the 1/f term is 20 log10(320/280) ≈ 1.2 dB
for a 40 GHz system at 300 GHz. The variation in |ga(f)|2
due to g̃(f), however, is about 40 dB with the standard design
where ψdes(x, y) = 0. In Section V-A, we first explain the
construction of ψdes(x, y) for misfocus robust beamforming
in a boresight scenario. Then, we extend our solution to a
general setting in Section V-B.

A. Beamforming Along the Boresight

We simplify g̃(f), the scaled version of the equivalent SISO
channel ga(f) when γ = 0◦. In the polar coordinate repre-
sentation, �(x, y) =

√
r2 + �2 when γ = 0◦. Furthermore,

ψdes(x, y) can be expressed as ψdes(rcos θ, rsin θ). Then,
g̃(f) in (20) is

g̃(f)=
∫ R

r=0

∫ 2π

θ=0

ejψdes(rcos θ,rsin θ)

2π
√
r2 + �2

e−jω
√
r2+�2rdrdθ. (21)

We define

s =
√
r2 + �2. (22)

In this case, ds = rdr/
√
r2 + �2 and (21) can be simplified

to

g̃(f)=
∫ √

�2+R2

s=�

1
2π

∫ 2π

θ=0

ejψdes(rcos θ,rsinθ)e−jωsdsdθ. (23)

Due to the radial symmetry in the boresight scenario, it is
reasonable to design a ψdes(rcos θ, rsin θ) that varies only
with r and is independent of the angle θ. As s =

√
r2 + �2

is directly related to r, we model the variation in
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Fig. 4. The instantaneous frequency of a chirp over s ∈ [s1, s2] varies linearly with s as shown in Fig. 4a. Here, the start and end frequencies are ωs1
and ωs2 . In Fig. 4b, we show the real and imaginary components of the chirp signal. The frequency spectrum of this chirp is concentrated within [ωs1 , ωs2 ]
and is approximately flat in this band.

ψdes(rcos θ, rsin θ) through a 1D-function ψ(s) =
ψdes(rcos θ, rsin θ) where r =

√
s2 − �2. With this definition,

we rewrite (23) as

g̃(f) =
∫ √

�2+R2

�

ejψ(s)e−jωsds. (24)

The problem now is to design a 1D-function ψ(s) for
robustness to misfocus.

We investigate the design of the phase function ψ(s) to
achieve a large and approximately flat |g̃(f)|2 over the desired
frequency range [fc −B/2, fc +B/2]. As f = fc + cω/(2π),
this requirement on |g̃(f)|2 is equivalent to a uniform gain
over |g̃(fc + cω/(2π))|2 for ω ∈ [−πB/c, πB/c]. For ease
of notation, we define ĝ(ω) = g̃(fc + cω/(2π)), dmax =√
�2 +R2, and I�,dmax(s) as an indicator function which

is 1 for s ∈ [�, dmax]. Now, ĝ(ω) is

ĝ(ω) =
∫ √

�2+R2

�

ejψ(s)e−jωsds (25)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
ejψ(s)I�,dmax(s)e

−jωsds. (26)

An interesting observation from (26) is that ĝ(ω) is the
Fourier transform of ejψ(s)I�,dmax(s). Now, is it possible to
design ψ(s) such that ejψ(s)I�,dmax(s) has a constant mag-
nitude Fourier transform over ω ∈ [−πB/c, πB/c]? No,
because signals that are localized in the s−domain cannot
be localized in the Fourier representation [36]. For example,
a rectangular function which is localized in the s−domain has
a sinc representation in the Fourier domain which is spread
over all frequencies. As a compromise, we seek to construct
ψ(s) such that |ĝ(ω)|2 has a high spectral concentration in
[−πB/c, πB/c] and is approximately uniform over this band.

We explain why the peak beamforming gain,
i.e., maxf |g(f)|2, with InFocus is smaller than standard
beamforming. By definition, maxf |g(f)|2 is proportional to
maxω |ĝ(ω)|2. Now, we observe that the s−domain signal
ejψ(s)I�,dmax in (25) has a fixed energy of dmax − �, for any
phase profile ψ(s). By Parseval’s theorem, this energy is
equal to

∫∞
−∞(|ĝ(ω)|2dω)/2π. Standard beamforming uses

ψ(s) = 0 such that |ĝ(ω)| is maximized at ω = 0. InFocus
constructs ψ(s) such that the same energy of dmax − � is
distributed “uniformly” over ω ∈ [−πB/c, πB/c]. Such a
distribution reduces the peak beamforming gain compared
to the standard design. The reduced peak gain is due to the
frequency flat antenna weights in a phased array, and the only
way to preserve this gain over the entire bandwidth is to use
a TTD-based array.

Now, we discuss a linear FMCW chirp in the s−domain and
explain why it is a good candidate for ejψ(s)I�,dmax(s). A linear
FMCW chirp which starts from s1 and ends at s2 > s1 is
a complex exponential signal whose instantaneous frequency
linearly increases with s ∈ [s1, s2]. In this paper, we use
an FMCW chirp along the spatial dimension, different from
the common application along the time dimension. The chirp
signal has the form ejψ(s) for s ∈ [s1, s2] and is 0 otherwise.
The instantaneous frequency of the chirp signal is defined
as ψ′(s), the derivative of ψ(s), where

ψ′(s) =
dψ(s)

ds
. (27)

We define ωs1 = ψ′(s1) and ωs2 = ψ′(s2) as the start
and end frequencies of the chirp. The linear variation in the
frequency profile is shown in Fig. 4a. Prior work in radar
has shown that the Fourier transform magnitude of a chirp is
approximately flat over [ωs1 , ωs2 ] and is nearly zero outside
this band. A closed form expression for the spectral magnitude
of a chirp can be found in [37]. It was shown in [37] that
the spectral leakage outside [ωs1 , ωs2 ] is less than 5% of the
energy of the chirp when (ωs2 − ωs1)(s2 − s1) > 20π. The
product (ωs2 −ωs1)(s2 − s1) is called the dispersion factor of
the chirp. Examples illustrating a chirp and its spectrum are
shown in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c. The “uniform” spectral charac-
teristic of a chirp within a band can be exploited to construct
an appropriate ψ(s) for misfocus robust beamforming.

We derive ψ(s) using the properties of a linear FMCW
chirp. First, we observe from (25) that the chirp to be designed
must start at s1 = � and end at s2 =

√
�2 + R2. Second, as the

spectrum of this chirp must be concentrated in [−πB/c, πB/c]
for misfocus robust beamforming, we require ωs1 = −πB/c
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Fig. 5. We consider a boresight scenario with fc = 300 GHz, � = 15 cm, R = 10 cm and B = 40GHz. Fig. 5a shows the chirp-based phase profile
constructed with InFocus. For Δ = 0.5mm, the proposed phase profile applied at the TX is shown in Fig. 5b. The equivalent SISO channel response with
the proposed method is large and approximately flat over the desired bandwidth, i.e., [280GHz, 320 GHz], when compared to standard beamforming.

and ωs2 = πB/c. Third, the phase profile of the chirp
must take the form ψ(s) = αs + βs2 for some constants α
and β. Such a phase variation results in a linear instantaneous
frequency profile with s which leads to a “uniform” spectral
characteristic over the desired band. We observe that ψ′(s1),
the instantaneous frequency of the chirp at s1 is ωs1 . Similarly,
ψ′(s2) = ωs2 . Note that ψ′(s) = α + 2βs. We put together
these observations to write

α+ 2β� = −πB
c and (28)

α+ 2β
√
�2 +R2 = πB

c . (29)

Solving the linear equations (28) and (29), we get
β = πB/(c

√
�2 +R2 − c�) and α = −πB(

√
�2 +R2 +

�)/(c
√
�2 +R2−c�). The proposed 1D phase function is then

ψ(s)=
−πB(

√
�2 +R2 + �)

c(
√
�2 +R2 − �)

s+
πB

c(
√
�2 +R2 − �)

s2. (30)

As s =
√
x2 + y2 + �2, the 2D phase profile ψdes(x, y) can

be derived from (30) using ψdes(x, y) = ψ(
√
x2 + y2 + �2).

The phase profile applied at the TX is φ(x, y) = ψdes(x, y)+
φstd(x, y).

We now explain beamforming using a discrete version of
the proposed phase profile and compare the performance of
our design with standard beamforming which uses φstd(x, y).
In Fig. 5a, we plot ψdes(x, y) for a near-field system with
R = 10 cm, fc = 300 GHz and B = 40 GHz. In this
example, the RX is at a distance of � = 15 cm along the
boresight of the TX array. The phase profile used at the TX,
i.e., the sum of φstd(x, y) + ψdes(x, y), is shown in Fig. 5b.
We observe from Fig. 5c that such a phase profile achieves
a “uniform” gain over the desired bandwidth. The equivalent
SISO channel response shown in Fig. 5c, i.e., 20 log10(|g(f)|),
has components outside the desired frequency band. This
is due to the fact that ĝ(ω), the Fourier transform of the
chirp signal, has spectral components outside [−πB/c, πB/c].
The spectral leakage is determined by the dispersion factor
2πB(

√
�2 +R2 − �)/c. In this example, the dispersion factor

is 25.3, which is less than 20 π for 95% energy containment
within the desired band. In practice, the effective channel is the

product of g(f) and the Fourier transform of the pulse shaping
filter. Although an appropriate pulse shaping filter can mitigate
the spectral leakage in g(f), it is important to design phase
profiles which lead to a large |g(f)|2 within the desired band.
Our chirp-based construction is one solution that achieves a
large gain.

The closed form nature of the proposed phase profile is
favorable from an implementation perspective when compared
to optimization techniques. Optimization techniques usually
involve an iterative approach to solve for the Ntx vari-
ables {w(x, y)}(x,y)∈SD under the constraint that |w(x, y)| =
1/

√
Ntx. Such techniques, however, may result in a high

complexity when applied to large antenna array systems. For
example, in a half-wavelength spaced array of R = 10 cm
that operates at 300 GHz, Ntx is about 125, 000. InFocus is a
low complexity solution that is well suited to massive phased
array-based systems.

B. Beamforming at an Arbitrary Location in the Near-Field

In this section, we design misfocus robust beamformers
when the RX is not along the boresight direction. We first
derive the beamformer when the projection of the RX on the
xy plane, defined as PRX, falls outside S. Then, we extend
our derivation to the other case.

1) Solution When PRX /∈ S: We consider the near-field
system in Fig. 6a where γ > 0 and � sinγ > R.1 To sim-
plify g̃(f) in (20), we use a polar coordinate system that is
centered around the projection PRX instead of the origin O.
We define p as the distance between PRX and a coordinate
(x, y) ∈ S, i.e.,

p =
√

(x+ �sinγ)2 + y2. (31)

From the right-angled triangle formed by the RX, PRX and
(x, y), we observe that

�(x, y) =
√
p2 + �2cos2γ. (32)

1The robust beamformer for γ < 0 and |� sinγ| > R can be obtained by
flipping the designed phase profile about the y−axis.
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Fig. 6. A scenario where PRX, the projection of the RX on the plane
containing the ITX, lies outside S . Here, O represents the origin (0, 0, 0)
and PRX is (−� sinγ, 0, 0). The set S is a disc of radius R. In this figure,
p and Ω denote the distance and the angle in a polar coordinate system
centered at PRX.

For the standard beamformer in (5), the phase applied at
(x, y) is proportional to the distance �(x, y). Now, this distance
is same for all the ITX coordinates that are equidistant from
the projection PRX, i.e., points with the same p. A set of such
coordinates is marked by an arc within the ITX in Fig. 6a.
Similar to the standard phase profile φstd(x, y) which has the
same phase at all these locations, the phase profile ψdes(x, y)
is assumed to be constant at all the coordinates that are
equidistant from PRX. Such an assumption simplifies the
2D-phase profile design problem to a 1D-function optimiza-
tion problem. A more sophisticated approach could optimize
the 2D-phase profile directly, but we defer this to future work.

Now, we express g̃(f) in (20) using the polar coordinate
system centered at PRX. We define Ω as the angle made by
the line joining (x, y) and PRX with the x axis. We note
that Ω = tan−1(y/(x + �sinγ)). For the coordinates in S,
the minimum and the maximum values of p are defined as
p1 = �sinγ − R and p2 = �sinγ + R. We use Ωmin(p)
and Ωmax(p) to denote the smallest and the largest angles
associated with points in S which are at a distance of p
from PRX. These angles are measured in the anti-clockwise
direction with the x−axis. To simplify g̃(f), we first substitute
�(x, y) =

√
p2 + �2cos2γ in (20). Then, we change dxdy to

pdpdΩ by using the Jacobian of the transformation relating
the variables. The simplified integral is then

g̃(f) =
∫ p2

p=p1

∫ Ωmax(p)

Ω=Ωmin(p)

ejψdes(x,y)e−jω
√
p2+�2cos2γ

2π
√
p2 + �2cos2γ

pdpdΩ

=
∫ p2

p1

[
Ωmax(p) − Ωmin(p)

2π
√
p2 + �2cos2γ

ejψdes(x,y) (33)

× e−jω
√
p2+�2cos2γpdp

]
. (34)

To further simplify the integral in (34), we define a variable

u =
√
p2 + �2cos2γ, (35)

u1 =
√
p2
1 + �2cos2γ and u2 =

√
p2
2 + �2cos2γ. Then,

du = pdp/
√
p2 + �2cos2γ. The assumption that ψdes(x, y)

only varies with p, equivalently u, allows us to define a 1D
function ψ(u) such that ψ(u) = ψdes(x, y). The angle made by
the arc in S at a distance of p from PRX is Ωmax(p)−Ωmin(p).
We define a real positive function

a(u) =
Ωmax(p) − Ωmin(p)

2π
. (36)

The integral in (34) can now be expressed as

g̃(f) =
∫ u2

u1

a(u)ejψ(u)e−jωudu. (37)

We observe that a(u) induces an amplitude modulation
effect over ejψ(u). A closed form expression of a(u) is given
by (57) in Appendix-B. The objective of misfocus robust
beamforming is to construct a 1D-phase profile ψ(u) that leads
to an approximately flat |g̃(f)|2 for f ∈ [fc−B/2, fc +B/2].

We discuss why a linear FMCW chirp-based solution is not
well suited for misfocus robust beamforming when the RX is
not along the boresight direction. Similar to our derivation for
the boresight setting, we define ĝ(ω) = g̃(fc + cω/(2π)), and
use (37) to write

ĝ(ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
a(u)ejψ(u)Iu1,u2e

−jωudu. (38)

Now, ψ(u) must be designed to achieve an approximately
flat |ĝ(ω)|2 over ω ∈ [−πB/c], πB/c]. Setting ejψ(u)Iu1,u2 to
a linear FMCW chirp, as in the boresight scenario, does not
result in a flat |ĝ(ω)|2 due to the amplitude modulation effect
induced by a(u). The stationary phase method characterizes
the impact of this amplitude modulation on ĝ(ω) under the
assumption that a(u) varies slowly when compared to ψ(u).
We use ωu to denote the instantaneous frequency at u,
i.e., ωu = ψ′(u). The stationary phase method approximates
|ĝ(ωu)|2 as [38]

|ĝ(ωu)|2 ≈ 2πa2(u)
|ψ′′(u)| . (39)

For a linear FMCW chirp, we observe that ψ′′(u) is
constant. In such a case, the spectral magnitude |ĝ(ωu)| is
proportional to a(u). Therefore, a linear FMCW-based con-
struction for ψ(u) does not result in the desired “flat” |ĝ(ω)|2
when a(u) varies over [u1, u2].

We derive the frequency profile of a non-linear FMCW chirp
that achieves robustness to misfocus. Under the assumption
that a(u) varies slowly when compared to ψ(u), the instan-
taneous frequency of a(u)ejψ(u)Iu1,u2 is ψ′(u). The goal of
InFocus is to design a ψ(u) such that the spectrum of |ĝ(ω)|2
is contained within [−πB/c, πB/c] and is approximately
uniform. To this end, we assume that ωu, the instantaneous
frequency of a(u)ejψ(u)Iu1,u2 , is a continuous function that
increases from ψ′(u1) = −πB/c to ψ′(u2) = πB/c. The
increase, however, can be non-linear and depends on a(u).
We assume that ψ′′(u) > 0 ∀u ∈ [u1, u2]. From (39),
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Fig. 7. Here, we show the amplitude modulation function a(u) for a near-field scenario with � = 15 cm, R = 10 cm and γ = 60◦ . In this example,
B = 40 GHz and fc = 300 GHz. We observe that ψ′(u), i.e., the instantaneous frequency of the designed chirp, is a non-linear function of u. The phase
profile ψ(u) is the integral of ψ′(u).

we observe that the stationary phase method relates a(u) and
ψ(u) as

ψ′′(u) ≈ 2πa2(u)
|ĝ(ωu)|2 . (40)

For u ∈ [u1, u2], the instantaneous frequency ωu ∈
[−πB/c, πB/c]. It can be observed from (40) that a phase
profile which achieves a flat |ĝ(ω)|2 for ω ∈ [−πB/c, πB/c]
satisfies

ψ′′(u) = κa2(u), (41)

for some positive constant κ. The instantaneous frequency in
(41) can be determined using ψ′(u) =

∫ u
u1
ψ′′(u)du, ψ′(u1) =

−πB/c and ψ′(u2) = πB/c. The solution is given by

ψ′(u) =
2πB

∫ u
u1
a2(u)du

c
∫ u2

u1
a2(u)du

− πB

c
. (42)

In this paper, we compute the integral of a2(u) in (42)
through numerical integration. The non-uniform nature of
a2(u) over [u1, u2] results in a non-linear frequency
profile ψ′(u).

We derive the phase profile ψ(s) from (42) for the near-field
system in Fig. 6a. The solution to the differential equation
in (42), i.e.,

ψ(u) =
∫ u

u1

ψ′(u)du, (43)

is computed using numerical integration. For a near-field
system with � = 15 cm, R = 10 cm and γ = 60◦, it can
be noticed that � sinγ > R and PRX /∈ S. Here, u1 = 8.07 cm
and u2 = 24.18 cm. The amplitude modulation function a(u)
for this example is shown in Fig. 7a. The second derivative of
the designed phase profile, i.e., ψ′′(u), is proportional to a2(u)
by the stationary phase equation in (41). The instantaneous
frequency of the chirp, i.e., ψ′(u) and the phase profile ψ(u)
are shown in Fig. 7b and Fig. 7c. It can be observed from
Fig. 7b that the rate of change of the instantaneous frequency
is small when the amplitude modulation function is low. Due to
this slow increase, the dwell time of the chirp at this frequency
is longer. The longer dwell time at such frequencies helps

compensate for the low amplitude scaling and achieves a flat
frequency spectrum in the desired range.

Now, we demonstrate the performance of the beamformer
associated with the designed 1D function ψ(u). The 2D phase
profile ψdes(x, y) is given by

ψdes(x, y) = ψ(
√

(x+ �sinγ)2 + y2 + �2cos2γ), (44)

and the phase profile applied at the TX is φ(x, y) =
φstd(x, y)+ψdes(x, y). To illustrate our design, we consider a
40 GHz bandwidth system operating at fc = 300 GHz. We use
� = 15 cm, R = 10 cm and γ = 60◦. In Fig. 8a, we show
the designed phase profile ψdes(x, y). The proposed phase
profile φstd(x, y) + ψdes(x, y) is shown in Fig. 8b and the
frequency response of the equivalent SISO channel is shown
in Fig. 8c. We observe from Fig. 8c that the proposed phase
profile achieves an approximately flat beamforming gain over
the desired bandwidth.

2) Solution When PRX ∈ S: We now construct the misfocus
robust phase profile for a near-field scenario in Fig. 9a where
PRX ∈ S. In this scenario, 0 < � sinγ < R. Similar to
our assumption in Sec. V-B.1, we assume that the phase
profile ψdes(x, y) is constant for all the ITX coordinates that
are equidistant from PRX. To construct a robust ψdes(x, y),
we first design a 1D-phase function ψ(u). Here, u represents
the distance between an ITX coordinate and the RX, and
u ∈ [�,

√
(R+ � sinγ)2 + �2] when PRX ∈ S. We split the

set of ITX coordinates, i.e., S, into SI and its complement
S \ SI as shown in Fig. 9b. Here, SI represents the set of
all ITX coordinates that are within a distance of R − � sinγ
from PRX. We observe that the RX is along the boresight of
the array corresponding to SI, and the projection of the RX lies
outside S\SI. In this section, we show how splitting S into SI

and its complement allows us to reuse the results in Sec. V-A
and Sec. V-B.1.

We obtain a compact representation of g̃(f), an approxima-
tion of the equivalent SISO channel. The integral in (20) can
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Fig. 8. The 2D-phase profile ψdes(x, y) designed with InFocus for a near-field scenario where PRX /∈ S is shown in Fig. 8a. When the TX applies the
phase profile in Fig. 8b, the RX observes the frequency domain channel in Fig. 8c. InFocus achieves an approximately flat channel response over the desired
bandwidth of 40 GHz.

Fig. 9. A scenario where PRX, the projection of the RX on the plane
containing the ITX, lies inside S which is a disc of radius R. The set SI

contains the ITX coordinates which are within a distance of R − � sinγ
from PRX.

be evaluated over the two regions SI and S \ SI as

g̃(f) =
∫
SI

1
2π�(x, y)

ejψdes(x,y)e−jω�(x,y)dxdy︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1

+
∫
S\SI

1
2π�(x, y)

ejψdes(x,y)e−jω�(x,y)dxdy︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2

. (45)

To simplify (45), we use a circular coordinate system
with PRX as the center. The radius and the angle in this
system are denoted by p and Ω. We observe that �(x, y) =√
p2 + �2cos2γ and set u =

√
p2 + �2cos2γ. Now, the first

term T1 in (45) involves an integral over SI, i.e., a disc of

radius R− � sinγ. This integral has the same structure as (21)
and can be simplified to

T1 =
∫ √

�2cos2γ+(R−� sinγ)2

� cosγ

ejψ(u)e−jωudu. (46)

For the integral over S \SI, it can be shown that the second
term T2 in (45) takes the same form as (33). The limits of
integration, however, are different as p ∈ [R − � sinγ,R +
� sinγ] for the ITX coordinates in S \ SI. Using the same
arguments in Sec. V-B.1, we express T2 as

T2 =
∫ √

�2cos2γ+(R+� sinγ)2

√
�2cos2γ+(R−� sinγ)2

a(u)ejψ(u)e−jωudu. (47)

To express g̃(f) in compact form, we define a new ampli-
tude modulation function

b(u) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 � cosγ ≤ u ≤
√
�2cos2γ + (R− � sinγ)2

a(u)
√
�2cos2γ + (R− � sinγ)2 < u

≤
√
�2cos2γ + (R + � sinγ)2

.

(48)

Substituting T1 and T2 in (45), we can express g̃(f) as

g̃(f) =
∫ √

�2cos2γ+(R+� sinγ)2

� cosγ

b(u)ejψ(u)e−jωudu. (49)

As (49) has the same structure as (37), the stationary phase
method can be used to design ψ(u), i.e., the phase profile of
the non-linear FMCW chirp, so that |g̃(f)|2 is “uniform” over
the desired bandwidth.

We now describe the chirp signal designed with the station-
ary phase method. In this method, the second derivative of
ψ(u) is proportional to b2(u). From (49), we observe that the
chirp signal with a phase profile of ψ(u) starts at u = � cosγ
and ends at u =

√
�2cos2γ + (R+ � sinγ)2. We consider a

near-field scenario with � = 15 cm, γ = 15
◦
, and R =

10 cm. In this scenario, PRX ∈ S and the corresponding
amplitude modulation function is shown in Fig. 10a. We plot
the instantaneous frequency of the chirp in Fig. 10b and the
phase function ψ(u) in Fig. 10c. We use a bandwidth of
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Fig. 10. The amplitude modulation function b(u) is 1 for the ITX coordinates that lie within SI. In this example, � = 15 cm, γ = 15◦ and R = 10 cm.
A bandwidth of 40GHz is used at fc = 300 GHz. The instantaneous frequency and the phase profile of the designed chirp are shown in Fig. 10b
and Fig. 10c.

Fig. 11. An example of the discrete chirp-based phase profile designed with InFocus is shown in Fig. 11a for Δ = 0.5mm. Here, B = 40 GHz,
fc = 300 GHz, � = 15 cm, γ = 15◦ and R = 10 cm. For such parameters, PRX ∈ S . The equivalent channel gains achieved with InFocus and the standard
beamformer are shown in Fig. 11c.

40 GHz around fc = 300 GHz to derive the phase function
in Fig. 10c. The 2D-phase profile ψdes(x, y) associated with
the designed chirp is computed using (44) and is shown
in Fig. 11a. When the phase profile in Fig. 11b is applied
at the TX, we observe from Fig. 11c that the equivalent
SISO channel g(f) is approximately constant over the desired
frequency band.

We explain how to design phase profiles when the TX has
a rectangular array geometry. In this case, the RX is first
projected onto the plane containing the rectangular array to
obtain PRX. Then, the amplitude modulation function a(u)
is determined from the angle subtended by different arcs
at PRX. These arcs are centered about PRX and intersect the
rectangular surface containing the array. Finally, the phase
profile ψ(u) is derived from a(u) using the stationary phase
method. Now, we discuss the challenges in extending InFocus
to multi-antenna receivers. When the aperture of the RX is
significantly smaller than that of the TX, the receive phased
array can be first configured. The equivalent SISO channel
under receive beamforming is a weighted combination of terms
similar to (19). In this case, the amplitude modulation function
takes complex values and a spatial chirp must be constructed
appropriately for misfocus mitigation. When the aperture at the

RX is comparable to the TX, the design problem is challenging
as misfocus occurs at both the TX and the RX. Developing
misfocus mitigation methods for scenarios where the apertures
of the TX and the RX are comparable is an interesting research
direction.

VI. ACHIEVABLE RATE WITH INFOCUS

In this section, we describe the simulation setup and explain
how to compute the achievable rate with the equivalent
SISO channel obtained after beamforming. Then, we study
the rate achieved with InFocus and standard beamforming as
a function of the RX location, the operating bandwidth and
the resolution of phase shifters.

We consider a near-field system in Fig. 1b with a circular
planar array of radius R = 10 cm at the TX and a single
antenna RX. We assume that the location of the RX, equiva-
lently the channel h(x, y, f), is known to the TX. We use a
carrier frequency of fc = 300 GHz. The spacing between the
antenna elements at the TX is Δ = λc/2, which is 0.5 mm.
For the half-wavelength spaced circular planar array at the TX,
the number of antennas is Ntx = 124, 980. The total power
transmitted by the TX array is set to 1 mW. The power
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transmitted by each antenna is then 1 mW/Ntx. We use q
to denote the resolution of the RF phase shifters at the TX.
The phase shift alphabet has 2q uniformly spaced angles in
[0, 2π) defined by the set Qq = {0, 2π/2q, 4π/2q, . . . , 2π(2q−
1)/2q}. The phase profiles derived with standard beamforming
and InFocus take continuous values in [0, 2π). The entries of
these phase profiles are quantized to the nearest element in the
set Qq and the quantized phase shifts are applied to the TX
array for beamforming. The equivalent SISO channels with
InFocus and standard beamforming are calculated using (3).

The achievable rate corresponding to an equivalent SISO
channel is computed using the procedure in [25]. In this
procedure, the wideband channel over f ∈ [fc−B/2, fc+B/2]
is first split into Nsub sub-bands. We define {fk}Nsub

k=1 as
Nsub equally spaced frequencies in [fc−B/2, fc +B/2]. The
power allocated over the kth sub-band is defined as ηk and the
corresponding power density is ηkNsub/B. The total transmit
power is defined as η =

∑Nsub
k=1 ηk. The equivalent channel

gain for a sub-band centered at f is |g(f)|2 where g(f) is
defined in (3). We use the frequency selective thermal noise
model discussed in [25]. We define n(f) as the noise power
spectral density (PSD), � as the Planck’s constant, kbtz as the
Boltzmann’s constant, and T as the system temperature. The
noise PSD is then [25]

n(f) =
�f

exp
(

�f
kbtzT

)
− 1

. (50)

The achievable rate corresponding to the equivalent SISO
system is expressed as [25]

R =
B

Nsub

Nsub∑
k=1

log2

(
1 +

ηkNsub|g(fk)|2
n(fk)B

)
. (51)

The achievable rate accounts for the distance-dependent
path loss through �(x, y) in g(fk). The rate, however, does
not account for the insertion loss due to the phase shifters
and also the loss due to molecular absorption. Under these
non-idealities, the achievable rates with InFocus and stan-
dard beamforming are expected to be smaller than our
estimate. In our simulations, we use Nsub = 512, T =
290 Kelvin, � = 6.625×10−34 Joule.sec and kbtz = 1.3806×
10−23 Joule/Kelvin. A transmit power of η = 1 mW is
distributed across different sub-bands using water filling-based
power allocation to maximize the rate. As the equivalent
SISO channel with standard beamforming has a large gain
at frequencies close to fc, the water filling method allocates
higher power around fc when compared to other frequencies.
The equivalent SISO channel with InFocus, however, has
a “constant” gain over the desired frequency band. In this
case, the water filling technique achieves “uniform” power
allocation over the desired bandwidth.

We now investigate the rate achieved with InFocus as a
function of the RX location. We use B = 40 GHz and set
the resolution of the phase shifters to q = 2 bits. In a
boresight scenario where γ = 0◦, we observe from Fig. 12a
that standard beamforming results in a lower rate than InFocus
for � ≤ 35 cm due to the misfocus effect in the near-field
regime. The rate with both the techniques, however, is the

Fig. 12. We observe from Fig. 12a that InFocus achieves a higher rate
than standard beamforming for γ = 30◦ and 60◦. In a boresight setting,
standard beamforming achieves the same rate as InFocus for � ≥ 40 cm.
This is because beam squint, the analogue of misfocus in the far-field, does
not occur along the boresight direction. Fig. 12b shows that InFocus performs
better than standard beamforming for all angles in [−75◦, 75◦].

same for � ≥ 40 cm due to the reduced misfocus effect
at larger distances. For large distances, the misfocus effect
is same as the beam squint effect which does not occur in
the boresight direction [13]. For angles γ = 30◦ and 60◦,
the rate with InFocus is higher than the one achieved by the
standard design at all distances. The superior performance
achieved with InFocus at large distances makes it promising
for misfocus and beam squint robust transmission in wideband
systems. From Fig. 12b, we note that standard design performs
poor for a large γ. The phase profile constructed with InFocus
allows an efficient use of the operating bandwidth than the
standard design for all γ ∈ [−75◦, 75◦].

Now, we discuss a performance benchmark based on stan-
dard beamforming with a thinned array. Thinning is a tech-
nique where a set of antennas in an array are turned off to
reduce the effective aperture. We study standard beamforming
with a radially thinned array. In this configuration, the antennas
outside a disc of radius r are switched off and the standard
phase profile φstd(x, y) is applied for the active antennas.
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Fig. 13. In Fig. 13a, we consider a boresight scenario with � = 15 cm,
B = 40GHz and q = 2 bits. Standard beamformer achieves a reasonable
gain over the desired bandwidth when the fraction of active antennas is
δ = 0.36. The gain, however, is less than that achieved with InFocus under
the per-antenna power constraint. Fig. 13b shows that InFocus achieves a
higher rate than standard beamforming using a thinned array for any δ.

We define δ as the fraction of antennas that are active in
the thinned array. Here, δ ≈ r2/R2. Under the per-antenna
power constraint, the magnitude of the beamforming weights
at the active antennas is 1/

√
Ntx, and the norm of the

beamformer is δ. We observe that a smaller δ corresponds to
a smaller aperture. Although reducing the aperture mitigates
misfocus, it results in a lower beamforming gain at fc as
shown in Fig. 13a. The poor gain when compared to the full
aperture scenario is due to a lower total transmit power under
the per-antenna power constraint. We observe from Fig. 13b
that the thinned array-based approach results in a lower rate
than InFocus for any δ. InFocus performs better as it activates
all the antennas while achieving robustness to misfocus.

In Fig. 14a, we investigate the power distribution around the
receiver when the TX uses InFocus. To this end, we consider
the same boresight scenario discussed in Fig. 3b. A compar-
ative study between Fig. 3b and Fig. 14a indicates that the
region of focus with InFocus is wider along the radial dimen-
sion when compared to standard beamforming. The widening

Fig. 14. We consider the same boresight scenario in Fig. 14 and Fig. 3b, and
observe that the beams with InFocus have a wider region of focus than the
standard beam. For � = 15 cm, B = 40 GHz and q = 2 bits, we notice from
Fig. 14b that InFocus achieves a higher rate than TTD-based beamforming if
the insertion loss due to a TTD element is about 10 − 17.5dB higher than
the insertion loss due to a phase shifter.

reduces the peak beamforming gain at the RX and is sufficient
enough to ensure that the RX “observes” all the frequencies
within the desired bandwidth even under misfocus.

InFocus is also useful in other mobile applications where
wide beams must be constructed without turning off antennas.
Such wide beams are preferred when a huge beam training
overhead is associated with pointing narrow beams [39].
Furthermore, wide beams also achieve robustness to RX
positioning errors than narrow beams. Our observation that
the beams with InFocus are wider than the standard design is
solely based on simulations in Fig. 14a and Fig. 3b. Finding
an analytical expression for the width of the region of focus is
an interesting problem that is beyond the scope of this paper.

We compare the performance of phased arrays using
InFocus with TTD beamforming, from a rate perspective.
TTD arrays use delay elements to achieve a frequency depen-
dent phase profile φ(x, y, f) = 2πf�(x, y)/c. We use ζ to
denote the additional insertion loss incurred with a TTD
element over a phase shifter. For example, ζ = 3 dB means
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Fig. 15. In this example, we use � = 15 cm and γ ∈ {0◦, 30◦, 60◦}.
InFocus adapts the phase profile, equivalently the beam, according to the
operating bandwidth and performs better than the standard design as seen
in Fig. 15a. From Fig. 15b, we observe that InFocus achieves a higher rate
even under coarse phase quantization.

that the effective power transmitted out of a single TTD ele-
ment is half the power transmitted using one phase shifter.
As a reference, we assume that the insertion loss with a
phase shifter is 0 dB. The equivalent SISO channel when a
TTD array is used for beamforming is then

gTTD(f) = 10−ζ/20
∑

(x,y)∈SD

c

2πf�(x, y)
√
Ntx

. (52)

Fig. 14b shows the rate achieved by an infinite resolution
TTD array for different ζ. Ignoring the circuit implementa-
tion complexity, we observe from Fig. 14b that TTD-based
beamforming is advantageous over InFocus when ζ < 10 dB.
Recent work on mmWave beamforming at around 150 GHz
has reported an insertion loss of 21.5 dB with a TTD ele-
ment [40] and 9.5 dB with a phase shifter [41]. For these
parameters, the difference is ζ = 12 dB (> 10 dB) which
makes a case to adopt InFocus with phased arrays than
TTD-based beamforming.

InFocus adapts its beam according to the operating band-
width. For example, the phase profile corresponding to (30)

linearly increases with the bandwidth B. Standard beamform-
ing, however, designs a beam that is agnostic to the bandwidth
and suffers from the misfocus effect. In Fig. 15a, we plot
the achievable rate as a function of the operating bandwidth
for a near-field system with q = 2 bit phase shifters at the
TX and � = 15 cm. As the misfocus effect is prominent in
systems operating over wide bandwidths, standard beamform-
ing performs poor at such bandwidths.The spectral efficiency
associated with 3 Tbps over 40 GHz is 75 bps/Hz, which is
too large for practical modulations today. In such a case,
InFocus can still be used by reducing the transmit power
to support feasible modulation schemes. Finally, we observe
from Fig. 15b that InFocus performs better than standard
beamforming even with one- or two-bit phased arrays.

VII. CONCLUSION

Near-field beams focus the RF signals in a spatial region
instead of a direction. The use of massive phased arrays to
realize near-field beams, however, results in a misfocus effect
in wideband systems with standard center frequency-based
beamforming. Such an issue arises because the region of focus
changes with the frequency of the RF signal. In this paper,
we studied the misfocus effect for receivers in the boresight
direction of the transmit array. Furthermore, we proposed
a spatial FMCW chirp-based beam that achieves robustness
to misfocus in a boresight setting. We also extended our
design to scenarios where the receiver does not lie along the
boresight direction. Our extension used the stationary phase
method which resulted in a non-linear spatial FMCW chirp
for robustness to misfocus. Beamforming with the proposed
design achieves a uniform gain over a wide bandwidth and a
higher rate than the standard design.

APPENDIX A
EQUIVALENT CHANNEL WITH STANDARD BEAMFORMING

We simplify ga,std(f), an approximation of the equivalent
SISO channel with standard beamforming. As the integrand
in (9) is independent of θ, we can integrate over this angle to
write

ga,std(f) =
c√

πRfΔ

∫ R

0

1√
r2 + �2

e−j 2π(f−fc)
√

r2+�2
c rdr.

(53)

We now use the definition of ω in (11) and s =
√
r2 + �2.

The integral in (53) is then

ga,std(f) =
c√

πRfΔ

∫ √
R2+�2

�

e−jωsds. (54)

The integral in (54) is the Fourier transform of a rectangular
function which is 1 for s ∈ [�,

√
R2 + �2]. The Fourier

transform of this function can be expressed in terms of the
sinc function defined as sinc(x) = sin(x)/x. We note that∫ b

a

e−jωsds = (b − a)e−j ω(a+b)
2 sinc

(
ω(b− a)

2

)
. (55)

We put these observations in (54) to obtain the result in (13).
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APPENDIX B
CHIRP AMPLITUDE MODULATION FUNCTION a(u)

We observe from Fig. 6b that a circle of radius p around
PRX intersects S at an arc. The angle made by this arc at
PRX is Ωmax(p) − Ωmin(p). In this section, we first compute
this angle in terms of p and then write a(u) as a function of
u =

√
p2 + �2cos2γ.

The angle Ωmax(p) can be found from the triangle OPRXQ
shown in Fig. 6b. The lengths of the sides of this triangle are
OPRX = � sinγ, PRXQ = p and OQ = R. Now, by cosine
rule,

cosΩmax(p) =
p2 + �2 sin2γ −R2

2p� sinγ
. (56)

We notice from Fig. 6b that Ωmin(p) = −Ωmax(p) by
symmetry. Therefore, a(u) = Ωmax(p)/π. Putting this obser-
vation together with p =

√
u2 − �2cos2γ and (56), we can

express a(u) as

a(u) =
1
π

cos−1

(
u2 − �2cos2γ + �2 sin2γ −R2

2� sinγ
√
u2 − �2cos2γ

)
. (57)

An example of the amplitude modulation function a(u)
in (57) is shown in Fig. 7a.
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